
mathematical parables
examples of mathematicians assisting each other and building
upon instead of pearingfearingoffearing their doerendifferencesces serve as modem parables

for handling our own differences as scholars andfriendsand friends

J W cannon

william PR thurston the best geometer in the world today
always wore plaid shirts and stretch denim jeans in his younger
years my children thus consider plaid shirts and stretch denim
jeans standard costume for mathematicians when bill was to give
the final talk of the international congress of mathematicians in
helsinki we all wondered how he would dress for this formal
occasion would he wear a plaid shirt and stretch denim jeans
or would he succumb to the pressures of public appearance and
dress in formal or semiformal attire we watched from far back in
the huge audience he had indeed succumbed to societal pres-
sures he had ironed his plaid shirt

A recent essay discusses academic dress and makes the fol-
lowing assertion academic people dress with a formality inversely
proportional to the confidence they have in their subject without
doubt said the essay mathematicians are the worst dressed among
all academics since they have the most confidence in the reliabil-
ity of their discipline you can guess for yourself which depart-
ments were found to have the best dressed professors and
tonight well you can guess from my black tuxedo and pleated
white shirt just how much confidence I1 have in what I1 am going
to say

elaine sorensen congratulated me shortly after the maeser
lecture was announced and said my only disappointment is

that the committee still hasnt chosen a woman for the award
her point was well taken the maeser lecture is designed to
honor an endeavor rather than a person the lecturer represents a
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group of people who find academic life important and satisfying
the lecturers need to represent over time all of the large seg-
ments of this striving population including women the speak-
ers are viewed as a little more important than they are because
they represent not only the reality but the aspirations of the pop-
ulationulation most of us can appreciate and hope for better things than
we can actually accomplish

some would say that research and creative arts arent that
important in the eternal perspective and in saying so they may be
right but this work for me as a mathematician at least is the best
work that I1 can do and I1 would be wrong to give it up for some-
thing that is even less important it beats watching television by a
country mile

some generalizations about mathematicians

let us begin with a few general questions about mathemati-
cians these questions are representative of the ones im most
often asked

regarding the traditional mathematics professor george
polya a hungarian mathematician wrote

the traditional mathematics professor of the popular legend is
absentminded he usually appears in public with a lost umbrella in
each hand he writes a he says b he means c but it should be
d some of his sayings are handed down from generation to genera-
tion for example this principle is so perfectly general that
no particular application of it is possible

geometry is the art of correct reasoning on incorrect figures

after all you can leamlearn something from this traditional mathe-
matics professor let us hope that the mathematics teacher from
whom you cannot leamlearn anything will not become traditional 1

how does a mathematician work bill floyd and his
father are mathematicians the elder floyd was longtimelong time provost
of thomas jeffersons university of virginia son bill wanted to
become a botanist but in deference to his father he applied to one
graduate school in mathematics princeton accepted him com-
menting on the mathematicians thought process bill says R H
bing said he only worked on problems that you could think about
while mowing the lawn any problem ive worked on I1 could think
about while on a hike 2
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why do people become mathematicians G H hardy
wrote concerning the lure of mathematics

it is sometimes suggested by lawyers or politicians or business men
that an academic career is one sought mainly by cautious and unam-
bitious persons who care primarily for comfort and security the
reproach is quite misplaced the mathematician would have
rejected their careers because of his ambition because he would
have scorned to be a man to be forgotten in twenty years

A mathematician like a ppainterainterainger or a poet is a maker of pat-
terns if his patterns are more permanent than theirs it is because
they are made with ideas

the mathematicians patterns like the painters or the poets
must be beautiful the ideas like the colourscolouos or the words must fit
together in a harmonious way beauty is the first test there is no per-
manent pplacelace in the world for ugly mathematics 3

why does mathematics exist science and mathematics
exist because the universe is patterned mathematics is simply the
study of these patterns especially of their logical structure sci-
ence decides whether a given pattern proposed by a mathemati-
cian does or does not approximate a specific aspect of reality

people are amazed at the applicability of mathematics for
example physicist steven weinberg writes about the application
of linear algebra and matrix theory to heisenbergssenbergsHei matrix mechan-
ics this is one example of the spooky ability of mathematicians
to anticipate structures that are relevant to the real world 4 the
mathematician would reply 1I wouldnt be a very good mathe-
matician if I1 couldnt recognize fundamental patterns in the world
around me

Is mathematics worth anything in the real world I1 al-
ways laugh inwardly when people ask Is mathematics worth any-
thing in the real world studying the patterns inherent in gods
universe always seems more real to me than watching real world
television or engaging in real world business the mathematician
wants to understand to understand everything the great ger-
man mathematician david hilbert formulated this motto wir
mussen wissen wir werden wissen we must know we will
know5knowdknow 315115 if mathematicians and scientists keep their eyes open for
the richest and most significant patterns apparent about them
they can hardly avoid developing important results
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consider three of the great scientific developments of this
century relativity theory quantum mechanics and the science of
computing surely you will have a hard time finding three devel-
opments that have had a more profound effect on our world in this
century you may consider two of them as physics and the third as
engineering and they are but each was founded in very large mea-
sure upon mathematics

einstein founded relativity theory on the mathematical prin-
ciple of geometric invariance the mathematics he used was the
differential geometry of gauss riemann poincarepoincar6 and levi civita

in his development of quantum mechanics erwin schrodingerschr6dingerrodingerschroedingerSch
found exactly the mathematical methods he needed in the work of
david hilbert 6 concerning the discovery schrodingerschr6dingerrodingerschroedingerSch wrote

it works the magnificent classical mathematics and the mathemat-
ics of hilbert these unfold everything so clearly before us that all
we have to do is to take it without any labour and bothering
because the correct method is provided in time as soon as one
needs it completely automaticautomaticallyabbyaffy 7

mathematical logicians supplied the foundation for modernmodem
computing kurt godel emil post steven kleene barkely rosser
alan turing and others answered the question what does it mean
to calculate something they found that all known methods of cal-
culationculation can be reduced to procedures so simple that they can be
implemented in a mechanical way based on this logic another
mathematician john von neumann developed the idea of the
stored computer program with new developments in electronics
computers were on their way

do mathematicians delight in the uselessness of math-
ematics mathematicians have sometimes resisted being told
by others what is real and what is important the mathemati-
ciansciansceans point of view is well illustrated by several paintings of the
flemish painter peter bruegel the elder it would be helpful to
refer to a collection of bruegelsBruegels paintings such as marguerite
kays book BrubrnbruegelegeLl8

ask yourself in each instance what is the important issue at
stake in the painting As with mathematics the important issue is
not always obvious at first glance and our experience may not
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make obvious what is important therefore we may have to be
educated to realize that certain issues are critical

first consider the numbering at bethlehem the scene is a
typical flemish village midwinter with peasants walking or skat-
ing on a frozen river or lake village children playing and many
people clustering around a rather prominent house in the lower
left foreground have you recognized the obvious fact that there is
no room in this inn did you find mary and joseph and the don-
key did you understand that one of the key moments of earthly
existence is about to take place

you wont have as much trouble with the next picture
because you now know what to look for the painting is entitled
the procession to calvary and the scene is of course of flemish
peasants pursuing their everyday tasks far away on the hill stands
a circle of people so distant as to be almost invisible upon close
examination you see that they are awaiting some special event
you are struck by the colorful red cloaks worn by a rather long
procession of horseback riders almost invisible in the center of
the painting is a man fallen upon his kneesees with a cross over his
shoulder the largest figure in the painting is beautiful a woman
in the lower right corner who clearly sorrows and is being com-
forted by three companions one male and two female

in a third painting the conversion of st paul you might
have a little trouble identifying the important factors in the
scene without some coaching from the artist business travelers in
ancient costume with a flemish flare are toiling up a dirt covered
mountain road amidst some very large trees far away and some-
what in the background many people surround a fallen traveler
one companion shades his eyes as he stares into the sky most of
the travelers see nothing unusual or ignore what is happening
would you as an outsider want to tell paul what is really impor-
tant at this moment ifhe heard you at all he might find your intru-
sion irritating

mathematicians care very much about the applications of
their mathematics As with bruegelsBruegels work the applications they
have in mind however may have little to do with the ones you
think they ought to have in mind
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how do mathematicians choose what to study much of
mathematics is devoted to problems with an immense history
no field has a richer tradition most mathematical problems are too
difficult to solve many mathematicians hack away at these old dif-
ficult problems bringing the difficulties into better focus perhaps
revealing new vistas and resolving old difficulties but mathemati-
cians are ready to consider any rich and interesting pattern new or old

what Is it like to be a mathematician my children say
that only the children of mathematicians want to be mathemati-
cians I1 consider the life of a mathematician personally exciting
mathematics has given me friends spread over the world and over
time I1 have spent days with the greeks who lived hundreds of
years before christ with euclid eudoxus archimedes pythago-
ras and apollonius I1 have spent months with newton with euler
with the bernoullisBernoullis with gauss riemann poincare and hilbert
I1 have personal friends on each continent and have traveled
because of mathematics to four of the continents I1 have personal
mathematical friends in almost every state of the union and in
many foreign countries they have invariably treated me with kind-
ness and consideration and respect

let me give you an idea of the life of mathematics by outlin-
ing in the next section a problem in which I1 have been involved
it is not the most important problem in mathematics only the
best I1 can do the account will be simplified A reporter suggested
to physicist richard feynman that he might respond to the ques-
tion what did you win the nobel prize for with listen
buddy if I1 could tell you in a minute what I1 did it wouldnt be
worth the nobel prize 9 of course I1 havent won the nobel prize
mathematicians dont have a nobel prize they have a fields
medal 10 and I1 havent won the fields medal and wont since it is
given only to mathematicians under the age of forty As I1 discuss
some general goals ideas and events you may be able to gain a
feeling for what it is like to be a mathematician

mathematical parallels or parabolasParabolas
the double suspension problem

bothbothparableparable andwadaadandparabolaparabola mean to set beside or in parallel
our mathematical parallels are called parabolasparabolas while our people
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parallels are called parables I1 will start with parabolasparabolas the parabolasparabolas
I1 consider are geometry versus algebra and large versus small

geometry versus algebra our models of space are built on
line and number geometry and algebra respectively in ancient
greece the pythagoreans viewed the entire universe as built upon
number they imagined the line as a succession of indivisible
objects that could be counted like beads on a string when hip
pasusbasus one of their colleagues proved that this view was wrong
they were so shocked they drowned him in the sea 11 being a
mathematician is sometimes dangerous

history has since modified our vision of line and number for
millennia the number zero was not recognized as a number
it was a nothing in the first century after christ someone intro-
duced zero as a placeholder arithmetic as we know it however
was not widely accepted until AD 1300 finger arithmetic was
standard fare in books as recently as AD 1500 1211

beginning with the eighteenth century the concepts of line
and real number were fused setting the stage for a unified geo
metric arithmetic model for space A number became simply a
point in the line and the linefinebine could be viewed as a varying num-
ber the line was the basis for one variable mathematics

one variable however is not enough to measure a complex
world are three space variables enough does it make any sense
to talk about space with more than three or four variables

mathematician mary ellen rudin once wrote in a letter
my one total disaster as a speaker was a talk that I1 gave to the win-
ners of presidential awards for high school science teaching it was
at the state department the law forbade me to have any visual aid
I1 could only wave my hands im not sure a single non phd mathe-
matician in the room understood anything I1 said I1 got exactly one
question asked by perhaps 15 different people how can one pos-
sibly have more than 4 dimensions13dimensions13

mary ellen rudin grew up in a small texas town she wrote
more than seventy research papers while tending her small chil-
dren in her very open home designed by frank lloyd wright she
covered the dangerous gaps in the open stairway with fishletfishnet until
the children were old enough to be safe from falling

I1 should at this point ask a mother with six children mary
ellen had only four to explain how many variables complicate her
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life if she can get by with three variables she has either lost four
children or three children and their father

life is high dimensional the mathematics of life is equally
high dimensional As one might say the complications of life are
manifold manifold is the name given to a mathematical model
with more than one variable the mathematical term manifold
should be learned by every educated person

A robot arm formed from
links illustrates the term mani-
fold the position of each link
relative to the previous link is
given by one variable each link
raises the mathematical descrip-
tion of the arm by one dimen-
sion robot arms with six links 02

have been built the possible
positions of such an arm re-
quire

cac1
1

six variables for their
descriptions and therefore form
a manifold of six dimensions

helaman rolfe pratt fergu-
son is a noted mormon mathe-
matical artist who believes in the
power of high dimensional art A robot arm this robot arm is an

he asks the question why does example of the high dimensional-
ity of life the position of each linka sculpture affect us more when
must be defined by a variable ofwe see it in person than when we one dimension because this arm

see a picture his answer the has two free joints a specific posi-
tionphysical viewing of sculpture is a of the arm must be described

high7dimensionalhigh dimensional event I1 fergu-
son

in terms of two dimensions
comments

in examining sculpture one should use all of the body not just
the eyes our feet supply a dimension that brings us in proximity
to the object in order to feel the object we bring into play the joints
of feet ankles knees waist neck shoulders elbows wrists and fin-
gers the nerve impulses from fingertips and palms add to the sensory
perception with truly binocular vision at play with the twelve ocular
muscles with all of the muscles and joints and nerves sending their
separate messages to our brains when we view and feel the object at
close range we get a huge dimensional view of a physical sculpture 14
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manifolds can be geometrically beautiful they can be curved
they are generally very high dimensional the notion of a manifold
is much more basic to physics and mathematics than the better
known notions of a black hole quasar neutrino or big bang this
last point reveals the difference between mathematicians and
physicists physicists are better at advertising their work if mathe-
maticiansmaticians solving some equations discover a singularity in the solu-
tion they report there is a singularity in the solution of these
equations on the other hand if physicists discover the same sin-
gularitygularity by the same methods they say the universe was created
with a big bang read singularity in an equation give us a billion
dollars to study it

from 1821 until 1848 karl friedrich gauss15 conducted
extensive geodetic surveys geodesy is a branch of mathematics
involving features of the earth like surface shape size and grav-
ity these surveys suggested problems connected with curved
surfaces the resulting studies began the mathematics of relativity
and the geometric study of manifolds 16

gauss was followed by bernhard riemann born in germany
in 1826 the son of a lutheran pastor in 1857 at the age of thirty
one riemann became an assistant professor on his minuscule
salary he supported himself and three sisters riemann married
at the age of thirty six but he contracted tuberculosis and died at
the age of thirty nine he said to his wife kiss our child she
repeated the lords prayer with him at the words forgive us
our trespasses he looked up devoutly she felt his hand grow
colder in hers he served his god faithfully as his father had but
in a different way 17

riemann revolutionized everything he touched with gauss
he fathered the geometry that led to relativity theory 18 here is how
riemann explained the notion of manifold to the general audience

if one travels in a continuous manner from one position to another
then the intermediate points through which one travels form a one-
fold manifold we then think of this entire onefoldone fold manifold sliding
from its given position over into another completely different posi-
tion so that every point of the first passes into a specific point of the
second the simple manifold by its motion sweeps out what we callcancalicail
a twofoldtwo fold extended manifold and it is easy to imagine continuing
this construction into arbitrarily many dimensions 19
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at the turn of the century henri poincare was the worlds
greatest mathematician with H A lorentz and albert einstein he
discovered the theory of special relativity based on the theory of
curved manifolds poincarepoincar6 studied the properties of manifolds by
means of a new method that we now call topology J consider
myself a topologist poincarepoincar6 explained topology allows us to
recognize qualitative relations in spaces of more than three dimen-
sions topology renders service analogous to that rendered in low
dimensions 120Iby pictures

in summary the most common mathematical model of space
is the manifold based on many variables each variable being a
number that as it varies sweeps out a constituent direction or line
in the manifold this fusion of line number manifold and space
completes our first mathematical parallel or parable our second
parabola is more modern more specialized it concerns the topol-
ogy of manifolds here we are concerned with the conflict be-
tween the very large and very small

large versus smallsmarsmail people have always disagreed about the
most important things to study for example are big things more
important or are little things relativity theory studies big things
quantum theory small things manifolds are a good model for
relativity theory a poor model for quantum theory hence two
schools of thought have developed one says only the large scale
structure of manifolds is important the second says anything that
happens in the small happens in the large and vice versa both
small and large are important the theories of small and large
developed independently according to the thought and taste of the
participants an advocate of the large view was john milnor of
princeton university an advocate of the small view was R H bing
from texas

in an undergraduate class at princeton university freshman
john milnor solved within a week the problem his professor posed
as an illustration of an important unsolved problem in mathematics 21

milnor went on to a brilliant career and became a fields medal-
ist 22 he claimed we should study high dimensions algebraically and
prove theorems about infinitely many dimensions at once

R H bing on the other hand was a high school football
coach from texas the stereotypical complaint of mathematicians
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about high school education is that the football coach is asked to
teach mathematics classes although the stereotypical football
coach scores lower than his students on standardized exams bing
however was a football coach who went on to become president
of both the american mathematical society and the mathematical
association of america and was elected to the national academy
of sciences he never lost his love for football once paying 700
for tickets to the texas oklahoma football game he loved to show
just how surprising things could be and he gave wonderful names
to his examples thanks to him we now talk of the bing sling the
dogbonedoggoneDogbone space the hooked rug crumpled cubes and many

more in a deep texas accent he spoke of epslumsepslums and deltas of
baseball moves and pill boxes 27131113272323 bings central claim was that

we should really understand low dimensions with all of their
warts we should understand geometry geometrically and develop
specific examples

hooked rug bing sling

we will call the two schools of thought developed by milnor
and bing the princeton school and the texas school the prince-
ton school approached things from an algebraic and global point
ofview the texas school approached things from a geometric and
local point of view the princeton school felt that they had devel-
oped the algebra to the point where they almost had the whole
story figured out the texas school developed complicated
counter examples showing that things werent as simple as the
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princeton school supposed the princeton school discounted
the examples because the texas school used limiting arguments
that made sense only in the small

then the princeton school ran up against a paradox the
5 sphere is a well known manifold that can be pieced together
from eight 5 dimensional diamonds the princeton school how-
ever discovered another important 5 dimensional space that could
be pieced together from twelve 5 dimensional diamonds the new
space satisfied all of their global prejudices by their algebraic meth-
ods the new space was indistinguishable from the 5 sphere if the
new space were a manifold it could be only the 5 sphere how-
ever geometrically it obviously was not the 5 sphere because the
only possible way it could be the 5 sphere would be that four
edges of the twelve diamonds were infinitely knotted in the
space but how can a straight edge of a flat polyhedral space be
infinitely knotted in that flat space

the princeton school was caught in a quandary either this
space was not a manifold and their algebraic methods were inade-
quate to the task of understanding manifolds or this space was a
manifold and polyhedral pieces could be infinitely knotted an
absurd idea the issue at stake was this are global methods ade-
quate to study things in the large or must one study vanishingly
small things to understand large things milnormitnorlitnor asked the incon-
ceivableceivable is it possible this space is a manifoldmanifold2424 this question
became known as the famous double suspension problem Is the
double suspension of a homology sphere a manifold

one of my very good instructors at the university of utah les
glaser soon proposed a proof showing that the space was not a
manifold 2515 the idea of the proof was really clever it used local
limiting techniques inspired by bings work unfortunately the
proof was incorrect 26 making mistakes in mathematics is so easy
everyone makes them you try to catch your own if you dont
someone else catches them for you slowly the difficulties are
understood and ironed out

my story now leaves the question of mathematical taste in the
united states during the 1960s and moves to russia the account
here is most complicated I1 leave it purposely confusing because I1

originally found it so myself
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M A stanko a young russian
mathematician decided to see whether
it is always possible to unknot an infi-
nitely knotted object that is in high
dimensional space 2717 his idea was this
look at a three dimensional slice of that
high dimensional space the part of the
space that sticks into that slice is knot-
ted in ways that we understand if we
arent too fussy we can unknot a knot-
ted set in three dimensional space by
simply cutting apart any knotting that
we see rearranging the strands so theyM A stanko stanko a

russian mathematician no longer look knotted and fusing tap-
ingprovided one of the cru them back together in an unknot-
tedcial ideas used to solve position alternatively we can think

the double suspension of one strand as being physically trans-
parentproblem 1971 courtesy to any other strand so that the

robert davermanJ strands can simply be unknotted by pull-
ing them through one another

but what are we to do with the part of the space that is all
around the three dimensional slice that we have chosen we have
to move the parts of the space in nearby slices as well and in the
nearby slices we do not have the same control that we had in
the slice that we were viewing things that werent tangled
become tangled and strands that had missed one another hit one
another it is one big mess

stanko noticed that if he were to look ahead he could pre-
pare for the problem in advance by first moving some things out
of the way in nearby slices but moving things out of the way in
nearby slices creates the same type of unknottingknottingunknittingun problem found
in the first problem but that difficulty can again be solved by look-
ing ahead and pushing things out of the way of the things that
need to be moved out of the way but this third move can be pre-
pared for by a still earlier fourth move which can be prepared for
by a stillstiff earlier fifth move and so forth that is we only have to
look ahead infinitely many steps we do these infinitely many
steps infinitely often in infinitely many carefully chosen places
and the unknotting problem is solved
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did you follow stankos argument neither did 1I 1I stared at
the critical four pages of his paperpaper28 every day for a month his
idea whatever it was seemed really important and I1 was deter-
mined to understand it and then all at once I1 saw how simple it
was trivial as they say in mathematics

stankos argument did not apply in all of the places that we
would have liked but we believed that just a little effort would
make it work every place stanko thought so and he published
another short paper to that effeeffectct 29 I1 was so convinced that it
would work in general that I1 assigned the problem to ric ancel a
graduate student however stankos argument had not been car-
ried out carefully enough ric worked unsuccessfully for a year to
extend the stanko techniques people all over the united states
set about extending his techniques all without success I1 thought
the extension should be an easy one then I1 learned that bob
daverman at tennessee had tried unsuccessfully that bob edwards
at UCLA had tried unsuccessfully and that stanko himself had
tried unsuccessfully I1 started feeling guilty an advisor is supposed
to pick solvable problems for his students

ric and I1 decided to work together on the problem it was a
hot wisconsin summer every day we would sit sweating in our
offices and push the problem around for hours at a time after one
and a half months of steady work we gave up it was too hard
we could push the difficulty to one side or the other but always it
would reappear someplace else we decided to work on some-
thing else and we got really involved in the new problem to such
a degree in fact that I1 started to dream about it one night at
200 AM my eyes suddenly popped open I1 sat up in bed next to
ardyth I1 knew how to extend stankos techniques I1 do not know
how the answer came to me I1 couldnt sleep I1 dressed quietly and
went walking on the dark streets of madison no one was around
I1 checked the ideas for all of their consequences I1 checked for
absurdities I1 couldnt find any the picture was wonderful

earlier fixing one difficulty had created new difficulties the
solution was simple push one point but in the push dont disturb
any of the points neighbors and dont tear it way from its neigh-
bors yes its a simple solution the only problem is that it is
impossible to do if you dont allow tearing then moving one
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point will inevitably move neighboring points such an action is
simply impossible unless the point is a really big point but points
have size zero now the real nature of the solution was this
decide which points needed to be moved increase the size of each
point that had to be moved by expanding it into a ball or disk
then keeping the boundary of the disk fixed so as to not disturb
surrounding points move the inside of the disk carry out this
process for all of the infinitely many points that had to be moved
after this had been done so as to untie all of the infinitely many
knots shrink all of the expanded points back down to real points
the process was exactly the stanko process except that each step
had now been fractured into three substepssubsteps each of which could
be performed in a completely controlled way that did not create
new difficulties the next morning I1 showed ric the idea it was
technically difficult to carry out and it took him a full year of fur-
ther work to write his thesis 30

bob edwards also worked on the stanko problem he had
grown up on long island and studied at the university of michi-
gan he has served for many years as a mathematical ambassador
in geometry and topology taking the news around and helping
other people with ideas after spending months on the stanko
work he found that stankos argument could be used to under-
stand the exact form of infinite knotting in high dimensions bob
had the great idea of applying this picture of knotting to the dou-
ble suspension problem he found that if one looked sideways
and skeewompus at the four critical edges of the diamonds mak-
ing up the new space they looked a lot like an infinitely knotted
set he could show he said that many double suspensions were
in fact manifolds

this was an exciting time bobs result was incredible he had
spent the previous two years traveling all over the united states
picking up the techniques he needed for this problem my student
david wright had shown me some of bobs techniques but there
were difficulties we had no written version of what he had done
we had no idea how he proceeded he was writing some master
work on the thing but he couldnt prove the general theorem asso-
ciated with the milnor double suspension problem he also couldnt
handle some of the most common examples I1 had understood
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stankos work too and I1

thought he must use that
stanko seemed to give such
a clear view of what must be
happening that I1 believed
bob could finish the problem

K if he could do one example
things were becoming clearer
and clearer to me but I1 need-
ed one more idea I1 avoided
working hard on the prob-
lem however for almost two
years because I1 was sure that
bob would finish it off any
day we finally invited bob to

alexander hornedhomed sphere
visit us at the university of
wisconsin and he outlined

his insight for us in high dimensional spaces all infinite knotting
could be traced to ghostly approximations of high dimensional
objects called alexander horned spheres bob didnt actually
find these horned spheres but he found something enough like
them that he could usually unknot all of the problems

bob left and I1 thought and thought I1 knew what to look for
now I1 would never have believed that bob would find something
so explicit but when I1 looked carefully I1 found not just ghostly
approximations of these hornedhomed spheres but the horned spheres
themselves I1 was amazed the construction of these spheres could
be based on a crazy infinite construction reach a hand toward the
infinite knotting As the knotting becomes more tightly bound and
things get too constricted split the fingers into multiple tiny fin-
gers when things get even more constricted split the tiny fingers
into still tinier fingers ad infinitum russ mcmillan called the
hands with multiple fingers the grope ric ancel sent a picture
and quotation from einstein how do I1 work asked einstein

I11I grope in the limit in the end the fingertips nestle onto the
knotted structure thicken the groping hands the result is a knot-
ted horned sphere now it is time for the old exploding point
trick explode all of the infinitely many fingertips the knotting
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disappears like magic analyze what has happened and the proof
is finished the solution sounds easier than it was I1 couldnt
believe how pretty the picture was I1 sat for most of a day just star-
ing at the pictures

the new results led to important new conjectures incon-
ceivableceivable earlier conjecture A it is possible to decide whether a
space is a manifold by checking a short listfistbist of simple conditions
the truth of the conjecture would require the truth of two further
conjectures that I1 simply call conjectures B and C

I1 wrote to bob telling him the basic additional ideas and the
results and conjectures to which they led before I1 gave my first
public talk on my theorems bob managed to prove conjecture B

using a key idea that he learned from the doctoral thesis of one of
my students dan everett 31 dan had learned the idea from me but
only bob was able to push the argument through within a year
frank quinn had proved Conjetconjectureconjettureture C incorrectly in this unsat-
isfactoryis state conjecture C stood for a decade

last year four mathematicians from florida michigan
brazil and new york working in two pairs managed to resolve
conjecture C 3231 beautiful conjecture C is false there are infinitely
many counter examples

this story has an interesting epilogue which illustrates the
fact that the truth is often more surprising and more beautiful than
we imagined beforehand an example is joseph smiths astonish-
ment upon learning through the revelation the beautiful plan of
life recorded in doctrine and covenants 76.76 the examples found
in the refutation of conjecture C by bryant ferry mio and wein-
berger filled more than the need presented by that conjecture the
beautiful algebra developed by the princeton school had largely
mirrored in algebra the geometric properties of manifolds but
the algebraic mirror revealed disturbing gaps in the geometric
landscape where algebra suggested the probable existence of spe-
cial manifolds those special manifolds occasionally did not could
not exist the miracle of the bryant ferry mio weinberger exam-
ples of nonmanifoldsnonmanifolds constructed by the local infinite processes
of the texas school was that they exactly filled the gaps suggested
by the algebraic mirror constructed by the princeton school perhaps
these new mathematical models of space whose very existence
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brazilian washington mio with his family mio is one of the four mathe-
maticiansmaticians who determined that cannons conjecture C has many
counter examples and is therefore false 1992 courtesy washington mio

was unsuspected ten years ago are in fact as natural and as important
as manifolds themselves at the very least in a limited way they
fuse more perfectly the geometric and algebraic views of our
world and fuse more perfectly the work performed by mathemati-
cians with disparate views

human parallels or parables debt and appreciation

we turn now to people parallels or parables the people we
have been discussing have been more to me than mathematicians
they have also been friendly kind and compassionate moral and
exemplary loyal and fun and helpful and supportive when our
family was in need almost without exception they have had faiths
different from ours to us they have exemplified the best as
described by the saviors parable where people from differing
backgrounds were reconciled in a moment of need

who is my neighbor A certain man went down from jerusalem
to jericho and fell among thieves which stripped him of his rai-
ment and wounded him and departed leaving him half dead
A certain priest when he saw him passed by on the other side
and likewise a levite but a certain samaritan when he saw
him he had compassion on him and went to him and bound up his
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wounds which now of these three thinkestthinnestthinkest thou was neighbor
unto him luke 1029 36

ardyth and I1 have lived approximately twentyfivetwenty five years away from
the centers of the church we have during that time incurred a
great debt toward many kind samaritanssamaritanaSamaritans the brigham young uni-
versity community must show the same kindness and appreciation
toward the strangers in our midst that others showed us when we
were strangers As I1 talk about mathematicians as people rather
than mathematicians I1 pay tribute not only to them but also to
those who have committed their livesfivesilvesbiveshives as people of a variety of
faiths to our great cause at BYU I1 say to them we appreciate you
we need you for the excellence of your knowledge and teachings
and lives we need you for what you teach us about life and about
ourselves we need more like you we know that we do not agree
on all things but we look forward to the time when we both know
much more than we know now so that we can see eye to eye

A number of these mathematicians have taught me by exam-
ple because they and their families have survived tremendously dif-
ficult times with goodness intact lipman bers george polya and
the parents of ric and ester ancel either fled from or survived the
horrors of the nazi concentrations camps

one account states that lipman bers in 1934 as a young rad-
ical had to flee his native latvia following a fascist coup detat
four years later having just received his phd at the university of
prague he had to flee again this time because he was a jew 33133

he is well known in the mathematical community as an advocate
for human rights though having suffered the oppression of the
nazis bers studied and admired the work of a rabid nazi youth
named otto teichmullerteichmifflerweichmullerTeichtelchmullermulier who helped hound jewish mathemati-
cians at gottingeng6ttingenrottingenGottingen wrote wonderful theorems volunteered for the
russian front and was never heard from again I1 have always been
touched by berss appreciative and sensible response to teich
mimmifmiillersmifflersmufflersmiillersflers work bers quotes plutarch it does not of necessity fol-
low that if the work delights you with its grace the one who
wrought it is worthy of your esteem 03341134333434

george polya was a hungarian mathematician I1 mentioned ear-
lier famous for his work in germany during the twenties and thir-
ties jewish polya nevertheless had to flee germany for america
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during the nazi regime As he aged polya turned his great talents
to the teaching of teachers he was greatly beloved polya invited
me as a freshman to his home introduced me to his wife and
showed me his mathematical notebooks written over many years
he took time to write me a letter of encouragement during my mis-
sion in austria he encouraged me to work hard and to do a little
mathematics regularly because as he said in german he who
rests rusts

A number of mathematicians taught me by little things they
did what I1 consider important life lessons when I1 was just begin-
ning to learn the mathematics that bill thurston was studying bill
and I1 found ourselves the lone strangers at an extended mathe-
matics conference in houston I1 hardly knew the basic terminol-
ogy of the subject bill suggested a problem I1 said that I1 found the
problem really interesting and that I1 would go off and think about
it bill said oh no it would be a lot more fun to think about it
together and so we did 35

one year bob edwards my friend who worked on the
stanko problem told his department chairman 1I havent done
very well this year I1 dont think I1 deserve a raise how many of us
have that kind of integrity

additionally other mathematicians took us in and cared for us
as a family R H bing from the texas school hired us at wiscon-
sin he took our children for rides on the little train at the park
he and mary bing lent us their home for two weeks when we did-
nt have a place to stay R H took the children boating in his
speedboat and let them steer telling them not to mind what their
mom and dad said about speeding he saw that we got fellow-
ships promotions and enough money to live on he attended
covenant presbyterian church regularly but even then couldnt
leave mathematics alone his daughter gay reported seeing him
reach up to write on an imaginary blackboard during the sermon
later he reached up and erased what he had written

ed burgess was raised in rural texas and studied topology
with R L moore at the university of texas at austin ed burgess
was my doctoral advisor he took care of his students when he
decided that I1 was worth taking a chance on as a sophomore at the
university of utah he went out and scrounged up a graduate
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fellowship for me the dean called me in and explained that like
student athletes I1 had no legal obligation to stay at the university
of utah but that I1 was morally obligated to pay the fellowship back
if I1 went to another university for graduate school ardyth and I1

used those fellowship moneys to get married after five years of
writing letters to each other

mary ellen rudin36rudin3l was the first person to visit the hospital
after our child was born with downs syndrome having raised
such a child herself she wanted to encourage us when the child
died a year later she mourned with us

further some mathematicians dead long before any of us
were born taught me when I1 was still a high school student about
values and about truth for example karl friedrich gauss noted

there are problems to whose solution I1 would attach an infinitely
greater importance than to those of mathematics for example touch-
ing ethics or our relation to god or concerning our destiny and our
future but their solution liesresllesiles wholly beyond us and completely out-
side the province of science 37

my favorite quotation from henri poincare rivals even my
favorite from the book of mormon which says and if ye will lay
hold upon every good thing and condemn it not ye certainly will
be a child of christ moro 719 poincare talks about truth its
beauty the reason we love it the reason we fear it and its essential
unity we tend to separate sacred and secular truth in a way that I1

have never been able to understand I1 have always believed there is
only one truth poincare explains how the two truths if there are
indeed two cannot be separated here is the quotation

truth should not be feared for it alone is beautiful when I1 speak
here of truth assuredly I1 refer first to scientific truth but I1 also mean
moral truth I1 cannot separate them and whosoever loves the one
cannot help loving the other these two sorts of truth when discov-
ered give the same joy each when perceived beams with the same
splendor so that we must see it or close our eyes in a word I1 liken
the two truths because the same reasons make us love them and
because the same reasons make us fear them 38138311

since my childhood kind samaritanssamaritanaSamar itans have cared for my
family the following story is typical of our experiences living in
many different neighborhoods in 1947 1I was four years old the
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youngest of three small children living with mother and father in
bowling green ohio we were the only mormon family in town
my father traveled with H J heinz to south africa on an extended
trip to look into the prospects for building a new food processing
plant there my mother was expecting a fourth child while my
father was gone my mother suffered a miscarriage she lost so
much blood that the doctor abandoned her to what he termed
inevitable death while he cared for accident victims who had just
arrived at the hospital although mother did not die she was very
ill for a long time before father returned home our neighbors saw
to it that mother was nursed and we children were fed and cared
for in every way we remember those people grace schulz ruth
putnam and others with great love

these stories are my own parables because they have taught
me like the parable of the good samaritan that differences do not
have to engender fear unfortunately we occasionally have a large
streak of fear towards those who are different toward those who
disagree with us fear that they will corrupt us or cost us our
uniqueness we fear that secular truth will destroy moral truth but
how are we to serve the world if we are afraid of the world if we
are driven by fears that those we disagree with will destroy what
is unique about us I1 think that we can be unique in the best pos-
sible way only if we abandon fear and concentrate on exercising
the highest standards in our personal actions and thought

here is my personal academic creed

I1 will act with courage and not from fear fear of what others
may expect or think fear of my own inadequacies

I1 will speak freely openly publicly I1 will remember that our
knowledge of truth even revealed truth proceeds by approxima-
tion according to our ability and experience and that difficult issues
can be understood and resolved best in an atmosphere where the
evidence physical spiritual or intellectual can be freely and
openly discussed

I1 will learn from those who do not agree with me in particu-
lar I1 will not impute bad motives to those who do not agree with
me I1 will instead examine their evidence their arguments and their
conclusions and weigh each thoughtfully and carefully I1 will remem-
ber that bad feelings arise when evidence is ignored and people are
treated with disrespect and that since the experiences of individu-
als vary widely differences in point of view even momentarily awk-
ward ones need to be welcomed understood and appreciated
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I1 will not fear being wrong for which of us has not been
wrong I1 will instead fear being dishonest in what I1 understand or
being unwilling to change as my understanding grows I1 willwin fear
using shoddy arguments presenting weak evidence and ignoring
good evidence and hiding behind cleverness with words or behind
the incorrect use of authority I1 will not demand that others accept
my evidence and arguments but will have faith that good evidence
and valid arguments will in the long run prevail

I1 will not be embarrassed by those who do what I1 think is
wrong for they are responsible for their own actions I1 will instead try
to see the issues clearly and react to the issues directly and honestly

I1 will not presume that because I1 have authority over another
whether an employee child or student that I1 can demand their

loyalty I1 will remember that loyalty can be earned but not bought
or compelled I1 will remember that in academics as in all of life
any true influence arises not from position but from good and hon-
est work persuasion love and long suffering influence is not
something bestowed by a university or anyone else but comes
when it does from the good work of the faculty students alumni
staff and administration

postscript 1995 perhaps this creed my own attempt to
implement the principles of christs parables can serve as an ap-
proach to the treatment of differences among people ardyth and
I1 took at least ten years of married life to learn to handle our dif-
ferencesferences compassionately and gracefully I1 am now trying to learn
to handle my differences with people in the larger world

this talk is of course both mathematically and nonmathemat
icallyicalla about the perennial problem of dealing with differences
among people this fundamental and difficult problem is the real
subject of the saviors parable of the good samaritan the parable
derives its special strength or bite from the fact not that the samari-
tan was a good man but that the good man was a samaritan an out-
sider a despised and feared person a stranger religiously incorrect

this speech was written in 1993 as we watched BYU strug-
gle with the problem of differences in a self conscious way the
public dialogue exhibited at least three emotional tendencies
sometimes explicitly sometimes only implicitly whose merits in
the best tradition of the great university deserve to be publicly
examined the first tendency was to fear the strangers of other
faiths in our midst as a potential threat to our uniqueness as a
church run university the second tendency was to assume that all
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LDS scholars in our midst sharing as they do a common label did
or at least should share all of the same views the third tendency
on both sides was to evaluate difference of view as willful malice
this talk was my attempt to enter the public dialogue in the most
gentle and constructive manner I1 could muster

the key to overcoming tendency one fear of strangers is
and always has been one of inversion imagine ourselves as that
stranger in the midst because I1 lived and worked among people of
other faiths for many years this inversion was for me an easy mat-
ter the value to me of the strangers views was a tested and con-
firmed reality

tendency two judging people by their labels is a conse-
quence of ones retreat from reasoned dialogue from replacing
reason with sloganeering labeling and packaging we mormonscormons
have differences among ourselves and we will be in reality
strangers to each other until we learn to recognize and treat our
differences lovingly and respectfully the fact that any people
share common labels such as mormon or intellectual or con-
servativeservative or feminist does not confer upon them a well defined
common background experience knowledge or views

tendency three the distrust of disagreement leads to one of
the great traps of our public world the curtailment of public dia-
logue any truly important issue has many aspects and is deserving
of open respectful and passionate discussion in an atmosphere
free of fear we could do much better in this regard essayist
wendell berry warns of the possibility of forming not only an ex-
treme right and left but also an extreme middle which looks
upon all critics as traitors which equates the government with
the country loyalty to the government with patriotism 2139713939

in remembering the lesson ofofjesussjesussjenuss great parable we have
the opportunity of avoiding the traps of the extreme middle
loaded labels and fear of the other my hope is that we can add the
unique qualities of faith and inspiration to the strengths of other
great universities without throwing away other qualities as profound

J W camioncannon is professor of mathematics at brigham young university this
paper illustrated with more than a hundred slides was originally presented as
the distinguished faculty lecture at brigham young university on february 24
1993 the current text is slightly revised from the original
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